São Paulo, 11 January 2021

RE: Opportunity to comment ahead of new Greenpeace International publication

Dear Savio Carvalho - Greenpeace International,
Committed to offering the best possible explanation to the serious statements made by you in your
Jan 4th letter, we noted the absence of information without which it is not possible to carry out a
complete and accurate analysis of your allegations.
Taking into account your stated intention of ensuring “that Greenpeace International’s report
presents the most accurate and up-to-date picture of your company’s operations", we ask you the
questions that follow.
1) Which documents does Greenpeace rely on to evidence the transit of animals between the farms
mentioned in your letter? Bearing in mind that, as far as the company and the sector are aware,
these data are only found in GTAs (Guia de Transito Animal), which are confidential documents,
we request Greenpeace's cooperation in obtaining evidence that will allow us to offer the public the
most correct analysis.
2) In relation to ranches Fazenda Olhos d'Água, Fazenda Touro Morto, Fazenda Mestiça, Fazenda
Várzea Funda and producer Francisca Evangelista Teodoro da Silva, the table provided with the
letter does not identify the situation that will be analyzed in Greenpeace’s report, making any
analysis regarding these properties impossible. Can you please send us more information so we
can properly evaluate these cases?
3) Greenpeace reports that Fazenda Bonsucesso "is one of several farms in the area reportedly
investigated by the Federal Police in September 2020 for deliberate use of fire". Could you provide
us with the evidence to support this claim or even more details about the alleged investigation
(status of the investigation, where it is being processed, etc.)?
4) Greenpeace refers to "evidence indicating that meat is transferred" between SIF 1662 and SIF
4400 units. Could you inform the company to what "evidence" you are referring to?
We are certain that, in the name of greater transparency and accuracy in the information offered to
the public and the improvement of the sector's practices for the preservation of the environment,
we will have your cooperation in obtaining the aforementioned information.

Best regards,

_________________________________________
Márcio Nappo
Director of Corporate Sustainability – JBS Brazil

